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Abstract—As huge numbers of academic papers are published
every year, it is critical to be able to recommend high quality
papers. The typical evaluation method for papers is to use
citation information, which however is not applicable to new
papers. To address such a shortcoming, in this paper, we
consider a novel perspective on the association between the
content difference of a paper, with respect to other papers,
and its innovation. Since innovation has often domain-specific
characteristics and forms, we introduce the concept of subspace
to describe the commonly recognized aspects of paper contents,
namely background, methods and results. A set of expert rules
are formalized to annotate the differences between papers,
based on which a twin-network is proposed for learning the
embeddings of papers in different subspaces. A series of empirical
studies show that there are clear correlations between a paper
influence and its difference with others in those subspaces. The
results also show the characteristics of innovation in different
scientific disciplines. To take into account information about
academic networks for paper recommendation, we propose a
graph convolutional neural method to combine the paper content
with other related elements, where user interests and academic
influences are modeled asymmetric. Experimental results on real
datasets show that our method is more effective than other
baseline methods for new paper recommendation. We also discuss
the characteristics of scientific disciplines and authors to show
the effectiveness of modeling the asymmetric user interests and
influences. Finally, we verify the reusability of our method on
a patent dataset. The results show that it is also applicable to
academic data with low-resource features.

Index Terms—subspace, new paper, recommendation

I. INTRODUCTION

Large numbers of academic papers are published every

year, which makes it difficult for researchers to find high-

quality works. Innovation and potential academic influence

are important factors commonly used for evaluating paper

quality [1], [2]. However, since paper contents involve much

domain-specific knowledge, it is difficult to quantify them.

Citation information is the most important indicator on aca-

demic influence, but it is not applicable for new papers without

citations. For new papers, some approaches consider the poten-

tial citations and give a unified quantitative evaluation [3]–[5].

However, since there are specific innovation characteristics in

different academic fields, the evaluation standards on paper

innovation are also different [6], [7]. For example, novel

findings are more attractive in social sciences, while in physics

a new theory always receives a larger number of citations.

Therefore an evaluation based on a unified score is not suitable

*Yuqing Sun is the corresponding author.

for assessing papers innovations in different academic fields,

especially for new papers.

To address the challenge of evaluating the quality of a new

paper, we adopt a novel perspective on the association between

the content difference of a paper with other papers and its

potential influence. Considering the specific characteristics

of innovation in different academic fields, we introduce the

concept of subspace to describe the commonly recognized

aspects that are related to these characteristics, namely the

background, methods and results in paper contents. Since there

is no clear labels on paper differences that are measured by

researchers for quantifying the innovation, we adopt the basic

elements of a paper as measure, including the references of

the paper, the academic categories it belongs to, the used

keywords, etc., which are formalized as a set of expert

rules. We propose a twin-network with a contrast loss to

embed the paper contents into subspaces and evaluate the

difference between two papers as a probability proportional

to the distance in each subspace. Compared with supervised

models predicting the number of citations of a paper [8], [9],

our measure can eliminate the citations variance due to specific

characteristics of academic fields or disciplines. A series

of empirical analyses show that there are clear correlations

between the paper quality and its difference with others in

the subspace. The results also show the characteristics of

innovation in different disciplines [10], [11]. Based on our

subspace embedding method for paper difference analysis,

many tasks can be realized, such as academic innovation law

analysis, paper quality prediction, expert evaluation, and etc.

The relationships between elements of academic networks

reflect the research interests and provide relevant informa-

tion about academic influence propagation. Therefore such

elements are relevant for evaluating papers quality. For new

paper recommendation, we propose a method based on a

graph convolutional neural network to combine the paper

contents with the information from the academic network,

where the user interests and the academic influences are

modeled asymmetric. The publications of a researcher are

used to model the researcher interests, and new papers are

recommended based on the correlations between research

interests and candidate papers. The experimental results on real

datasets show the effectiveness of this method in personalized

paper recommendation. We also discuss the characteristics of

specific academic fields and authors to show the effectiveness

of modeling the asymmetric user interests and influences, and
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verify the reusability of the model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. II

discusses related works. Sec. III presents the model details

on subspace embedding. Sec. IV presents our paper recom-

mendation model and the evaluation results. Sec. V outlines

some conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

A. New Paper Evaluation

The typical methods for evaluating paper quality are gen-

erally based on citation information [8], [12], which are not

applicable to new papers without any citation. Some methods

consider multiple characteristics for inferring the influence of

academic papers, such as citation information [3], [13], co-

author relationships [14], and writing quality [1], [4]. These

methods are appropriate for evaluating the quality of a new

paper and achieve comparable results with the number of

citations on papers, especially for those written by well-

known researchers. But they do not directly evaluate the paper

contents. Such an evaluation is similar to evaluating a today

event by historical events and may result in some blind spots.

Besides, since they adopt a unified evaluation score, they are

unable to reflect the various forms of academic innovations.

Measures have been proposed to assess the difference in

papers contents, such as checking text [15], [16] or exploring

the semantic changes in the historical versions so as to

reconstruct the editing process [17], [18]. These approaches

focus on different versions of the same text, which are totally

different with respect to the analysis of the innovation in

academic papers. Moreover, they do not consider the impact

of other features on paper quality, such as the authority of

author or the influence of the publication venue.

B. Paper Recommendation

Most paper recommendation techniques model user interests

or paper contents with the help of deep networks, topic model

and other representation learning methods using information

about papers and authors on academic service platform [2],

[10]. Sugiyama et al. [8] propose a neighborhood-based col-

laborative filtering algorithm for academic paper recommenda-

tions. He et al. [12] propose a method to learn the associations

between user interests and papers using both the citation

information and the paper content. Wang et al. [9], [19]

propose a method adopting graph convolution neural networs

for paper recommendation, which takes into account the in-

formation in the academic network. These methods have been

acknowledged effective in personalized paper recommendation

although they use in a unified score without considering the

specific characteristics of the different academic fields.

Some methods predict the potential citations of a paper

by learning user interests and paper contents [20], [21], or

based on the author authority [22] by information from the

academic network. However, most of these methods use the

citation relationships to infer user interests on papers without

considering the asymmetric influence of academic knowledge

between them.

Fig. 1: Paper subspace embedding model.

III. SUBSPACE BASED PAPER DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS

Inspired by the fact that the influential papers must have

some differences compared with the papers previously pub-

lished, in this section, we study the correlations between the

difference of paper content and the academic influence. To

reflect the specific characteristics of innovation in different

academic fields, we introduce the concept of subspace to

describe the core aspects of paper contributions that are recog-

nized by academia. Our method has three components, shown

in Fig. 1. The white boxes at the bottom are the pretrained

module, which includes a pretrained sentence encoder for

paper content and a pretrained subspace labelling model on

sentence function. The gray boxes in the middle represent the

annotated data against a set of expert rules. The top part is

a twin-network based subspace embeddings model, which is

designed to map a paper content to a few subspaces according

to the annotated data.

A. Annotation on Paper Difference

We first define some expert rules that reflect the basic

consensus of academia on measuring the differences between

papers, and design several metrics to quantify them.

1) Score on academic classification: The academic clas-

sification is a hierarchically organized classification system

(HCS denotes this category tree) for research fields created by

experts, such as the ACM computing discipline classification

system in the computer science (ACM Computing Classifica-

tion System, referred to as ACM CCS [23]), widely used for

journal and conference publications. We adopt a commonly

used edit distance on hierarchical structure [24] to evaluate

the difference score between papers with respect to academic

classification. For paper p and the corresponding tags from

HCS, rp represents a set of notes on the path from the root

to the node of the paper tag in the category tree HCS. The

difference score between papers p and q is defined as:

fc(p, q) =
∑

i∈(rp
⋃

rq)−(rp
⋂

rq)

wli

2li
(1)
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where li represents the level of the current node i in HCS.

wli is the weight parameter, which satisfies the property that

the closer li is to the root node in the classification tree, the

larger wli is.

2) Score on references: The paper references are the in-

direct indicator about the paper content. The difference score

for papers p and q is defined as:

fr(p, q) =
R(p)

⋃
R(q)

R(p)
⋂
R(q)

(2)

where R(p) and R(q) represent the set of references for p and

q, respectively, which is the reciprocal of Jackard coefficient.

3) Score on keywords: Keywords are selected by authors to

briefly describe the paper content. We adopt the semantics of

keywords to measure the difference, defined as the expectation

of the Euclidean distance of keyword vectors, i.e.

fw(p, q) = Ex∈W (p),y∈W (q)D(e(x), e(y)) (3)

where W (p) and W (q) are the keyword sets of p and q,

e(x) denotes the pretrained word embedding [25] of x, and

D(e(x), e(y)) is the distance function.

4) Score on abstract: The abstract contains the core ele-

ments of a paper contribution such as the problem, method,

and results, which are often narrated in a sequential form. The

subspace based paper differences are learned mostly depending

on this part. The measure uses the semantic embedding of

the abstract text generated by the pretrained text encoder. We

adopt BERT-base [26] as the content encoder since it is widely

acknowledged by academia. For the abstract text t1t2 · · · tn of

p, where ti is a sentence, the output of BERT is the vector

sequence on sentences H = h1, h2, . . . , hn. The pretrained

model [27] is used for sentence-level function labeling of the

sentences, namely l = l1, l2, . . . , ln,li ∈ 1, . . . ,K, where K is

the number of subspaces.

Based on the text vector H and the subspace label l,

the subspace fusion embeddings are obtained. The sentence

vectors with the same label are mapped to the same subspace,

denoted as Cp = c1p, c
2
p, ..., c

K
p , where ckp ∈ Rd is the

embedding vector in the subspace k, and d is the vector

dimension. We adopt the expectation of the sentence vector

in the same subspace ckp = Ei∈[1..n](hi ◦ I(li = k)), where

I(li = k) is the indicator function. The final score on subspace

difference is defined as ft(p, q) = D(ckp, c
k
q ), where D is the

distance function.

B. The Subspace Based Paper Embedding

By the above expert rules, the difference between two

papers is computed, where fc(p, q), fr(p, q)), fw(p, q) are the

indicators of whole paper difference that are applicable to all

subspaces. For convenience in the discussion, we use a unified

form fk
∗ (p, q) to mark such difference, and Dk(p, q) is specific

for subspace k.

However, since the above quantification only provides an

indication of the content closeness rather than an exact mea-

sure, we introduce the possibility that paper differences are

proportional to the score differences. That is,

P (Dk(p, q) > Dk(p, q′)) ∝ P (fk
∗ (p, q)− fk

∗ (p, q
′))

= exp(fk
∗ (p, q)− fk

∗ (p, q
′))

(4)

where P represents the probability distribution function.

Then we adopt a multi-layer perceptron neural network with

the global attention and pooling for subspace embeddings,

denoted by ĉk. The embedding after combining the subspace

embeddings and context information is denoted as c̃k. Details

are given below:

x
k
i = hi ◦ I(li = k) (5)

x
k = [xk

1; · · · ;x
k
i ; · · · ;x

k
n] (6)

h1 = tanh(W 1
x
k + b1) (7)

hl = tanh(W l
hl−1 + bl) (8)

ĉk = m
k tanh(Mhl + b) (9)

c̃k =
∑

j∈[1..K],j �=k

aj ∗ ĉj (10)

ai =
exp(cTk ci)∑K

j=1,j �=k exp(c
T
k cj)

(11)

ck = [ĉk; c̃k] (12)

where x
k
i is the subspace embedding of the i-th sentence

in subspace k, x
k denotes the subspace embeddings of n

sentences in subspace k. W i and bi are the weight and

bias parameters of multi-layer perceptron neural network,

respectively. mk is the weight matrix of subspace k, M and

b are the weight and bias parameters based on the global

attention mechanism. ai is the weight of subspace i with

respect to k. ck is the embedding vector in subspace k by

merging ĉk and c̃k.

Finally, we adopt a twin neural network with the contrast

loss for fine-tuning. It accepts c
k
p and c

k
q as input. For papers

p, q, and q′, if there is Dk(p, q) > Dk(p, q′),

ℓk(θ) =
∑

(p,q,q′)

Dk(p, q)−Dk(p, q′) (13)

We use the indicator Dk(p, q) = −ckp · ckq to measure the

paper difference. There are other choices for Dk(p, q), such

as Euclidean distance or inner product, which are out of the

scope for discussion here. We adopt the hinge loss form and

add a regularization term:

ℓk(θ) = max{0, Dk(p, q)−Dk(p, q′) + ǫ}+ λ ∗ ||θ|| (14)

Compared with other score based quantification methods

of paper quality, our comparative learning method can better

eliminate the impact of numerical deviations, such as citations,

caused by different criteria concerning paper innovation and

characteristics of the specific disciplines. Our method can

eliminate the scoring bias of different expert rules while inte-

grating expert knowledge. In addition, it supports an increasing

number of expert rules for labeling papers, which is more

robust in practice.
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C. Datasets and Metrics

We adopt three datasets to evaluate our model. The first is

the ACM dataset, which contains 2 million computer science

papers in the ACM Digital Library [28], and is often used

for paper recommendation. The abstract of papers contains

6.34 sentences on average. The second is the PubMedRCT

dataset [29], which contains 200,000 biomedical papers and is

often used in searches for research on sequence classification.

The average number of sentences in each abstract is 11.5. The

third dataset is Scopus [30], which contains multidisciplinary

papers and is the largest world wide academic paper database,

covering 400,000 papers from 27 disciplines, such as phar-

macy, social sciences, computer science and etc.. On average,

the abstract contains 5.92 sentences. The metadata in the above

three datasets includes title, abstract, citation, and field label.

The PubMedRCT dataset contains sentence-level function

tags on paper abstracts, such as background, method, and

conclusion. Each sentence in the abstract is marked by a

category. Since the abstract of ACM and Scopus do not have

function tags, we tag 100 abstracts for each dataset to train the

label classifier using the 10-fold cross-validation method. The

number of subspaces K is set to 3, namely the background,

methods and results. In practical applications, the number of

the subspaces can be adjusted according to the characteristics

of the academic field.

We adopt ACM CCS as the academic classification system.

We select three disciplines in Scopus and 200 papers for each.

The papers published in 2013 were regarded as new papers,

and the number of their citations up to 2017 was used as the

measure on the influence of paper quality. We select the papers

published before 2013 in the same fields as the historical

comparison papers.

We adopt the Gaussian mixture clustering method to per-

form spatially independent clustering. This method can fit

data distributions of any shape and is more robust than other

clustering methods. The number of clusters is set according to

the Bayesian information criterion [31]. The specific method

is to select the closely related papers using the subspace

embeddings. The higher the Local Outlier Factor (LOF for

short) value [32] of paper, the more difference the paper has

with other papers.

D. Training Process and Experimental Design

The training process includes two parts, namely the sub-

space sequence labeling and the subspace embedding. We

adopt pretrained BERT-base as the text encoder with the

conditional random field for labeling sentence subspace [27].

The length of the sentence is set to 30 words and the dimension

of the sentence vector output is 768.

Then we train the subspace embedding model. For three

papers p, q, q′, we compare the difference scores between

each pair of them. We select the larger pair as a positive

sample , while the smaller pair as a negative sample. Without

loss of generality, p is regarded as the reference. The fusion

function values fk(p, q) and fk(p, q′) in each subspace are

calculated as fk(p, q) =
∑

i aifi(p, q), where ai is the weight

TABLE I: Correlation between paper difference and citations

in Scopus.

Model type Model Computer Science Medicine Sociology

Paper quality
prediction

CLT 0.27 0.21 0.39
CSJ 0.20 0.16 0.08
HP 0.33 0.39 0.31

Our method
SEM-B 0.56 0.49 0.62
SEM-M 0.87 0.31 0.68

SEM-R 0.72 0.70 0.51

parameter learned along with training. For two papers p and

q, if the difference in subspace k is greater than p, q′, (p, q)
is a positive sample pair, and (p, q′) is a negative sample pair,

fk(p, q) > fk(p, q′). We calculate the loss function according

to equation 14, update the BERT network weights, subspace

semantic fusion network parameters, and rule fusion function

weights to obtain the paper subspace embedding vector of the

fusion of multiple rules.

E. Correlation Between Paper Difference and Citations

In order to fairly compare different evaluation methods, the

prediction results of each method are ranked, and the ranking

results of the methods are compared. The ranking results of the

actual citations of the papers are used as a reference to evaluate

the performance of the method. We compare the following

methods:

• CLT [4] is a paper quality evaluation method based on

the text readability, language quality, fluency, semantic

complexity and other characteristics of papers.

• CSJ [1] is a paper writing quality evaluation method us-

ing expert evaluation indicators on linguistic knowledge.

• HP [3] is a paper influence evaluation method based on

h-index, which measures the core degree of papers in

academic network. Since there is no citation data for new

papers, we use the citation relationship within one year

after publication to rank the paper’s influence.

• SEM is our Subspace Embedding Method (Subspace Em-

bedding Method). SEM-B, SEM-M and SEM-R are used

to represent the background, method, and result subspace

embedding. The papers are sorted in the descending order

of their content differences using our method.

The evaluation is as follows. The actual paper citations are

the ground truth. The testing papers are ranked based on the

above models. To calculate the consistency of the calculated

paper rankings and the actual citation ranking, we adopt the

Spearman correlation coefficient [33], which is designed as a

measure of a monotonic association between two ranks.

With respect to the degree of correlation between the

predicted results and the paper quality, for our method a higher

degree of correlation means that the outliers of subspace em-

beddings better reveal the paper difference. For other methods,

the more accurate the quantification of the quality of the paper,

the higher the correlation between their quality scores and the

actual citation counts.
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Fig. 2: Correlation between paper outlier and citations of

different embedding methods on Scopus

The comparison results are shown in Tab. I. Compared

with the other methods, the difference rankings calculated by

our method show a higher correlation with the actual paper

citations, that is, SEM based paper potential influences are

more accurate. Another meaningful conclusion is that, the

paper difference reflects the discipline specific innovation in

certain subspaces, such paper always arouse more interests.

For example, papers with innovative model design in computer

science tend to obtain high citations, as shown in bold in Tab. I.

By contrast, pharmacy pays more attention to groundbreaking

results, and social science tends to novel research methods.

F. Analyzing the Necessity of Subspace

For the ablation analysis, we consider two parts, i.e. the

introduction of subspace and the influence of the twin network.

The comparison methods are the embedding ones that perform

prominently in downstream tasks such as paper recommen-

dation, and model the paper representation vector without

distinguishing the subspaces.

• SHPE [34] combinnes the word embedding vector gen-

erated by Word2Vec technology with the TF-IDF vector

of the paper linearly to generate the final paper represen-

tation vector.

• Doc2Vec [20] is a document embedding method, it adopts

paper abstracts as the entire documents to model their

embeddings.

• BERT [26] learns the sentence vector in the abstract

based on the BERT method, and calculates the average

value as the paper representation.

• SEM Methods in this paper.

Using the Scopus data collection of computer science,

pharmacy, and social science papers, we analyze the relation-

ship between the differences in the subspace of papers with

different citations in various disciplines and the actual citations

of the papers. We take 200 papers of various fields published

in 2013 for difference analysis, thus a total of 600 papers, and

the publications in various fields before 2013 as a comparation

collection. We count the number of citations of these papers

up to 2017 as a basis for paper quality evaluation. We use the

Spearman’s correlation coefficient to calculate the consistency

of difference ranking and citation ranking.

The comparison results are shown in Fig. 2. The differ-

ence of the paper embedding vector calculation using the

characteristics of the expert difference rules, proposed in this

paper, is positively correlated with paper quality, and the

correlation degree is higher than other frontier embedding

models. Our method is more suitable for analyzing paper

differences and mining innovation criteria. Using the pre-

trained language model to generate text embeddings, the

calculated differences and citations are very small, and it

is difficult to analyze academic innovations. Therefore, the

fusion of expert knowledge and twin network learning based

on pre-trained text embeddings is critical for paper difference

analysis. In addition, the method in this paper can better reflect

the innovation aspects of a paper than methods based on

modeling in a single semantic space. For example, high-quality

papers in the field of computer science generally show higher

differences in methods, pharmacy papers tend to have higher

differences in results, and social sciences pay more attention

to background and methods.

We further analyze the innovative characteristics of different

research directions in the same field. We select 80 papers

in the field of Information Systems under the ACM CCS,

perform Gaussian mixture clustering on the paper subspace

embeddings, and then use the T-SNE method to perform

dimensionality reduction on them. The right three figures in

Fig. 3 show the clustering results in each subspace. Nodes with

different colors indicate papers clustered in different clusters.

The results show that papers belonging to the same cluster

species in one subspace may be in different categories in other

subspaces. In the figure, the four papers marked with trian-

gles, squares, stars, and hearts indicate different subspaces.

Subspace embedding has learned different knowledge, which

also shows the necessity of the concept of subspace proposed

in this paper, that is, the analysis of differences in academic

papers requires semantic understanding of issues, theories, and

technologies at different levels.

G. Analyzing the Characteristics of Different Disciplines

1) Characteristics on disciplines: We now analyze the

subspace differences and distribution rules of highly cited

papers and the characteristics of knowledge innovation in

different disciplines, and visualize the distribution of subspace

embeddings in different disciplines. We consider the fields

of computer, pharmacy and social sciences, and selecte 80

papers with different citations from each field. We used the

normalized LOF value as an index to analyze the correlation

between the differences and the citations of the papers.

The result are in the left 9 figures of Fig. 3. The horizontal

axis is the citation number of the paper, and the vertical axis is

the normalized LOF value. Each node in the graph represents

the difference of a paper in a certain subspace. On the whole,

the differences and citations of papers in the three subspaces

show a positive correlation. Papers with higher differences

have a higher probability of obtaining high citations. High-

quality papers are generally innovative in all subspaces.

Also, from the slope of the regression line, we can see

that different disciplines tend to focus on different innovation

aspects. Taking computer science as an example, as shown in

Fig. 3a, 3b, 3c, the difference in subspace methods and results
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(a) CS-Background (b) CS-Method (c) CS-Result (d) ACM-Background

(e) Medicine-Background (f) Medicine-Method (g) Medicine-Result (h) ACM-Method

(i) Sociology-Background (j) Sociology-Method (k) Sociology-Result (l) ACM-Result

Fig. 3: The figures in the left three columns show the paper subspace outliers of different citations on Scopus. The figures in

the right column show the paper clustering results in different subspace on ACM.

TABLE II: Paper subspace outlier in different research topics of Computer Science on ACM.

ACM CCS Information Systems Theory of Computation General Literature Hardware

High\low citation Low citation High citation Low citation High citation Low citation High citation Low citation High citation

Background 2.07 3.12 2.65 2.73 1.66 2.97 2.53 2.87
Method 3.85 4.91 3.56 4.01 3.24 4.15 2.74 3.05
Result 1.98 2.15 1.06 2.58 2.45 2.68 1.9 2.71

is more relevant to the amount of citation than the background

subspace. This shows that in the field of computer science,

innovative methods and results are more likely to receive

attention and recognition. Similarly, the regression line trends

show that pharmaceutical research pays more attention to

innovative research results, while pioneering research methods

in social sciences receive more attention.

Then, we analyzed the representative papers in detail. We

selected highly cited papers in different fields and marked them

with solid big nodes. For example, the paper [35] in compu-

tational science, labeled as a solid diamond, its difference in

the three subspaces is higher than the difference regression

value of other papers with similar citations, as shown in

Fig. 3a, 3b, and 3c; thus this paper is innovative in all

subspaces. In pharmacy, we analyzed the paper [36], labeled

as a solid square, which shows relatively low differences in

the method subspace. The reason is that its method is based on

conventional statistical analysis, and its value is more reflected

by the research conclusions. Analyzing the highly cited paper

[37] in the social science, labeled as a solid triangle, we found

that this paper is based on social phenomena to trace the root

cause, compared to the conclusion generally accepted by the

public. It’s background and methods are more innovative.

2) Characteristics on various topics of the computing disci-

plines: In order to verify that the embedding method proposed

in this paper can result in innovative discoveries in the fine-

grained research topics, we analyzed the semantic differences

in subspaces of high-cited and low-cited papers in the same

discipline. We select papers published in 2015 in each ACM

CCS field from ACM dataset as samples, namely, in each

field, we select 200 high-cited papers with more than 300

citations since published, and 200 low-cited papers with less

than 5 citations. Papers published before 2015 are used as a

comparative collection. Based on the representation vectors of

the above papers in each subspace, we use Gaussian mixture

clustering method to cluster the papers, and calculate the local

outlier factor values (LOF value, %) of high-cited and low-

cited papers. The results are shown in Tab. II. It can be seen
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Fig. 4: New paper recommendation model.

that the differences of highly cited papers in each subspace

are generally higher than those of low-cited papers, which is

consistent with the general perception that “highly cited papers

are more likely to be highly innovative work".

IV. NEW PAPER RECOMMENDATION

In this section, We propose a graph convolutional networks

based neural method to combine the paper contents with the

information in the academic network, as well as a strategy for

new paper recommendation (NPRec). There are three parts of

our model, shown in Fig. 4. The left-bottom part is the graph

convolutional neural method to combine the paper content with

other related elements in the academic network. The second

is the right-bottom part, which is the sample strategy based

on paper relevance. The part on top is the recommendation

strategy on new papers based on the user interests and the

potential influence of papers.

After experimental verification and discussion, the pre-

trained paper subspace embedding contains the different fea-

tures between papers that is highly correlated with paper

citations. Therefore, we use the paper subspace embeddings

Cp = c
1
p, c

2
p, ..., c

K
p as the text embedding, and uses the

attention mechanism to fuse all subspace embeddings to obtain

the text representation vector of p by cp =
∑

k∈[1..K] λkc
k
p,

where c
k
p ∈ Rd is the embedding of p on the subspace k, d

is the vector dimension.

A. Integrating Information in Academic Network

To recommend new papers, we adopt academic network to

learn user interests and paper influence, since paper potential

academic impact can be inferred based on the paper’s elements

in academic network.

The heterogeneous academic network contains a series

of entities and the relationships between entities. We use

G = (E,R, TE , TR) to denote the academic network, where

E and R denote entities and the relationships, respectively.

∀ri,j = (ei, ej) ∈ R, ei, ej ∈ E indicates that there is

a relation between entities ei and ej . TE represents the

type of entity E, where there are 7 types, including paper,

user/author, author unit, venue, specialty classification, key-

word, and publication year. TR is the type of R, marking the

relationship between different types of entities, specifically,

including “cite", “published in", “written", “published year is",

“unit is", “keywords include", “specialty classification is".

It is a usual way to use academic network to learn user

interests for paper recommendation [38]. Different with them,

we model some element relations as asymmetric, since the

different characteristics between user interests and academic

Influence. In our model, TR is divided into one-way and

two-way relations according to the dissemination form of

academic knowledge and influence. Among them, the citation

relationship between paper entities is a one-way association.

For two papers p, q ∈ E, rp,q = (p, q) ∈ R means p cites

q, this relationship implies that q is interesting to p, and q’s

academic influence on p. The academic influence reflected by

the other six associations are symmetrical. For example, let e1
and e2 be the paper and author, respectively; the authoritative

characteristics of e2 affect the quality of e1, and the quality of

e1 affects the authority of e2; similarly, when e2 is a venue, its

research field and authoritative characteristics are reflected in

the published papers, and the characteristics of the venue will

also be implicit in the embedding of the publication. Therefore,

in addition to the paper citation relationship, the other 6 types

of relationships are two-way associations.

For the entities e1, e2 in G, the function g(e1, r1,2, e2) re-

flects the possibility relation r1,2 between them. When both e1
and e2 are papers, the score is asymmetric, which implies the

academic influence of e2 on e1. Considering the association

of other types of entities, the function g is symmetric, that is,

g(e1, r1,2, e2) = g(e2, r2,1, e1). To facilitate discussion, use

πe1
e2

to represent the scoring function g(e1, r1,2, e2).
The neighborhood of entity e is denoted by N(e). The

embedding of N(e) is a linear combination of all its neighbors,

calculated by:

vN(e) =
∑

e′∈N(e)

π̃e
e′ · ve′ (15)

Among them, π̃e
e′ is the normalized weight, which is used to

adjust the degree of influence of all it neighbors, calculated

by:

π̃e
e′ =

exp(πe
e′)∑

e′∈N(e) exp(π
e
e′)

(16)

The final representation vector of the entity e is the fusion of

ve and vN(e), denoted as:

v1e = σ(W 1 · (ve + vN(e)) + b1) (17)

vHe = σ(WH · (vH−1
e + vH−1

N(e)) + bH) (18)

where H represents the number of iterations.

For each paper p ∈ E, the network embedding contains

two parts, namely the interest characteristics and the influence

characteristics. The neighborhoods of implicit interest features

include entities connected by two-way association relation-

ships and paper entities cited by p, which are recorded as
←−−−
N(p); neighborhoods with implicit influence features

−−−→
N(p)

includes entities connected by p bidirectional relationship and

paper entities that reference p. The interest expression is
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obtained by fusion of p’s own network embedding and its

neighborhood
←−−−
N(p). The calculation method is:

−→
v1p = σ(W 1 · (−→vp +

←−−−
N(p)) + b1) (19)

−→
vHp = σ(WH · (

−−−→
vH−1
p +

←−−−−−−
N(p)H−1) + bH) (20)

Similarly, the influence of p is expressed by the integration of

p’s own network embedding and its neighborhood
−−−→
N(p):

←−
vHp = σ(WH · (

←−−−
vH−1
p +

−−−−−−→
N(p)H−1) + bH) (21)

The embedding of new papers considers the textual se-

mantics of the papers, the interest representation based on

heterogeneous academic networks, and the asymmetric aca-

demic influence. For the paper p in G, the vector link

method is used to fusion to generate its interest representation

vector −→vp = [cp;
−→
vHp ]. Considering the asymmetric academic

influence of q ∈ E, we compute the influence representation

vector of q is ←−vq = [cq;
←−
vHp ].

B. New Paper Recommendation Method

The probability of the asymmetric correlation between pa-

pers p and q is related to their research contents, the research

interest of p, and the academic influence of q. It is calculated

by function f :

ŷ(p, q) = f(−→vp,
←−vq) ∝

−→vp ·
←−vq (22)

The objective function is to make the predicted correlation

degree between papers ŷ close to the true marked correlation

y. The objective is in the form of a cross-entropy loss function,

with an added regularization term to limit the parameters,

thus preventing over-fitting, λ is the regularization parameter,

which is used to control the influence of regularization term:

ℓ(θ) = −
∑

E
⋃

Ē

y · log(ŷ) + λ ∗ ||θ|| (23)

The paper embeddings imply the multi-level semantic char-

acteristics from paper contents, the potential influence features

from structured data, and the differentiated knowledge from

expert marks, so that recommendation methods can satisfy

users’ relevance and potential requirements on paper influence.

We use ŷ to recommend new papers according to users’

requirements. Specifically, for user a ∈ G, Pa denotes

his/her published or cited papers. The calculation method of

the user’s interest in all candidate papers Ia is the vector

expectation corresponding to the paper Pa in ŷ, denoted as

Ia = |Pa|
−1

∑
p∈Pa

ŷp, ŷp reflects the multi-level correlation

between p and candidate papers, and the potential influence

of candidate papers relative to p.

C. Dataset and Sample Strategy

We use ACM and Scopus datasets to evaluate our paper rec-

ommendation model. In order to verify whether our method is

applicable to other academic data with low-resource features,

we adopt the US patent dataset (PT) [39] to verify the accuracy

of the recommendation model. Each patent contains ownership

TABLE III: Statistics on experimental datasets.

Paper/patent Author Publication year

ACM 3,056,388 1,752,401 2000-2019
Scopus 1,304,907 482,602 2008-2017

PT 182,260 73,974 2017

Keyword Venue Class Affiliation

ACM 354,693 11,397 11 15,376
Scopus 127,630 7,653 27 -

PT - - - -

(author), references, history of updates and maintenance, etc.

The patent data set does not contain information such as

venues and keywords, only patents and author entities are

considered when constructing an academic network. After data

cleaning, the statistical results of the three datasets are shown

in Tab. III.

The citation relationship between papers reflects the sci-

entific researcher’s recognition of the relevance and quality

of the cited papers. The paper recommendation approaches

usually train the models based on the positive and negative

samples labeled by citation relationships [40]–[42]. However,

there are also cases where the research content of two or

more papers is related, even though the papers that do not

have a citation relationship. For example, paper p cites q,

q cites q′, then p and q′ are likely to be highly correlated.

As another example, p and q refer to q′ at the same time,

and the probability of a correlation between p and q is

greater. Authors often fail to cite these highly relevant works

due to space limitations or just because of missing such

papers. Some approaches use the above-mentioned indirect

references to mark the relevance between papers, but this type

of method is generally computationally expensive [43]–[45].

It is difficult to classify fuzzy samples that are judged to

be highly relevant under the guidance of expert knowledge

without citation relationship as positive samples or negative

samples, and requires a lot of labor and calculation costs.

Therefore, we propose the following sample strategy for de-

fuzzing samples to improve the model training effect:

• Given paper corpus P ∈ E, for any paper p ∈ P , use

R(p) ⊆ P to represent the reference set of p. ∀q ∈ R(p),
mark (p, q) as a positive correlation sample, denoted as

y(p, q) = 1;

• Filter negative samples from P − R(p) based on the

subspace difference fusion function value fk(p, q) in

section III-D. If the difference between p and q in all

subspaces is greater than the threshold, it means that there

is a large gap between their research content, and (p, q)
is marked as a negative sample, recorded as y(p, q) = 0.

D. Comparison Methods and Metrics

Comparison methods include recommendation methods

based on matrix factorization and on random walks, and entity

embedding methods based on contrastive learning or graph

convolution:
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• SVD [46] is a paper recommendation method based on

collaborative filtering, in which the scoring matrix is

constructed using the data of the author’s cited papers.

• WNMF [47] is based on matrix factorization, which uses

the user’s citation relationship to construct the matrix; the

number of features is set to 10.

• NBCF [8] uses the neighborhood-based collaborative

filtering algorithm.

• MLP [12] is based on a multi-layer perceptron, which

learns the non-linear interaction function between user

interest and paper embedding from the citation relation-

ships.

• JTIE [2] is a paper recommendation method based on

the joint embedding of paper text and influence.

• KGCN [19] is a academic graph convolution based paper

recommendation model, which predict the user’s potential

interest on the indirectly connected paper nodes.

• KGCN-LS [9] introduces a label propagation model on

the basis of KGCN.

• RippleNet [21] is a paper recommendation strategy based

on random walk. Use the interested papers as seed nodes,

and spread out to other papers on the academic network.

• NPRec is our proposed recommendation method.

All parameters of the baseline methods are set to optimal

values based on experience.

We prepare k candidate papers for each user. Each candidate

set contains at least one paper that is actually cited by the user.

The candidates are sorted according to the correlation between

user interests and paper vectors. We choose nDCG@k as the

measurement [48]. nDCG@k = DCG@k
IDCG

is often used to

measure the effectiveness of online search engine algorithms.

Considering the relevance between the user and each actually

cited paper is the same, DCG@k is calculated as DCG@k =∑k

i=1
reli

log
2
(i+1) . If the i-th paper is indeed cited by researcher,

we set reli = 5 based on experience, otherwise reli = 0.

The position discount log2(i + 1) is used to distinguish user

preference on different rankings. IDCG =
∑|Ref |

i=1
5

log
2
(i+1)

is the ideal discounted cumulative income. |Ref | refers to

the number of papers actually cited by the researcher in the

candidate papers. The larger the value of nDCG@k, the

higher the ranking of the papers that users actually cite among

the candidates, and the better the recommendation effect.

E. Personalized New Paper Recommendation Comparison

The experiment in this section verifies the accuracy of

NPRec and the comparison methods in personalized recom-

mendation tasks. We randomly select 300 and 100 researchers

from the ACM and Scopus datasets to verify the models. The

data set is divided into two parts according to the publication

year: papers published before year Y are used to train the

model, and the papers published after year Y are used for

testing. For each user, we prepare k candidate papers. We set

Y to 2014.

The evaluation results on the two datasets are shown in

Tab. IV. It can be seen that our method effectively improves

the performance of new paper recommendations. KGCN and

TABLE IV: New paper recommendation comparison.

nDCG@k
ACM Scopus

k=20 k=30 k=50 k=20 k=30 k=50

SVD 0.6814 0.6582 0.6033 0.6510 0.6097 0.5766
WNMF 0.8265 0.7892 0.7316 0.7889 0.7725 0.7052
NBCF 0.8331 0.7994 0.7322 0.7932 0.7856 0.7272
MLP 0.8391 0.8011 0.7649 0.8263 0.8201 0.7305
JTIE 0.8693 0.8512 0.8053 0.8309 0.8257 0.7399
KGCN 0.8731 0.8592 0.8437 0.8507 0.8365 0.7592
KGCN-LS 0.9093 0.9010 0.8904 0.8660 0.8548 0.8063
RippleNet 0.9217 0.9088 0.8970 0.9040 0.8673 0.8465
NPRec 0.9736 0.9688 0.9645 0.9576 0.9349 0.9021

other methods based on graph convolution take into account

the various structural features of academic papers, and the

recommendation effect is better than contrastive learning,

matrix decomposition and other methods; but because the

multi-level correlation between user interests and the text of

the paper is ignored, the recommendation effect is slightly

worse than our NPRec method. The performance of each

model on the Scopus data set is relatively poor. The reason

is that the amount of data is small and the data set lacks

some features, such as the author unit, which makes the model

unable to accurately model user interests or the characteristics

of the paper. In addition, as the number of candidate papers

increases, the ranking of the actually cited papers decreases,

and the value of nDCG@k of each model decreases.

Compared with the traditional new paper recommendation

strategies, our sample labeling strategy incorporating expert

rules avoids the problem of model under-fitting and supports

the expansion of expert rules. Besides, our embedding method

is more robust in dealing with the balance of correlation and

potential influence.

Considering the influence of the number of the user rep-

resentative papers, our method learns user research inter-

ests from different numbers of published papers and makes

personalized recommendations. To verify our model more

comprehensively, we adopt the metrics based on binary cor-

relation [49] to evaluate the recommendation results besides

nDCG@20, such as MRR and MAP. The results are shown

in Tab. V. We can see that the increase in the number of

representative papers helps the model to better learn user

interests, and thus the recommendation performance is higher.

Compared with other methods, our approach achieves the best

recommendation results for experts with different publication

volumes. Through the results on MRR and MAP, we found

that the actually cited papers are usually in the top 3 of the

recommendation lists using our method, which is better than

baselines by at least 2 rankings.

For the amount of data labeling of the de-blurred samples,

we use different positive and negative sample ratios to train

the each model; the results are shown in Tab. VI. When the

ratio of the positive sample to the negative sample is 1:10,

the performance of each model is optimal. Compared with

other methods, our method has the highest recommendation

accuracy under different sample ratios.
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TABLE V: Comparison on different publication numbers.

Dataset ACM Scopus

Metric nDCG@20 MRR MAP nDCG@20

#rp 3 5 5 5 3 5

WNMF 0.760 0.790 0.15 0.33 0.715 0.761
NBCF 0.769 0.821 0.21 0.40 0.721 0.782
MLP 0.853 0.871 0.24 0.44 0.747 0.805
JTIE 0.861 0.874 0.35 0.53 0.752 0.828
KGCN 0.881 0.892 0.36 0.65 0.857 0.862
KGCN-LS 0.916 0.922 0.46 0.67 0.854 0.863
RippleNet 0.921 0.928 0.58 0.71 0.894 0.915
NPRec 0.969 0.975 0.71 0.82 0.932 0.959

TABLE VI: Comparison on different ratios between positive

and negative samples.

nDCG@20
ACM Scopus

1:1 1:10 1:50 1:1 1:10 1:50

WNMF 0.761 0.793 0.773 0.732 0.778 0.716
NBCF 0.775 0.806 0.798 0.742 0.780 0.735
MLP 0.821 0.864 0.815 0.775 0.809 0.796
JTIE 0.869 0.905 0.892 0.801 0.874 0.853
KGCN 0.852 0.879 0.857 0.831 0.860 0.790
KGCN-LS 0.878 0.902 0.878 0.849 0.866 0.808
RippleNet 0.883 0.931 0.897 0.852 0.895 0.846
NPRec 0.946 0.974 0963 0.907 0.958 0.924

F. Ablation Experiments

We now analyze the importance of each module in NPRec

and the influence of different parameter settings for each

model. We analyze the importance of de-fuzzing sample

strategy, subspace embedding and network embedding, as well

as the influence of the neighbor number settings K and the

maximum depth of graph convolution H . The model variants

are as follows:

• NPRec+SC uses the deblurring sample strategy to label

the data, and the presentation vector of the paper adopts

the subspace embedding method. NPRec+SC is not af-

fected by the parameters K and H .

• NPRec+SN uses the deblurring sample strategy to label

data, and the presentation vector of the paper adopts graph

convolution based on heterogeneous academic network.

• NPRec+CN labels positive and negative samples accord-

ing to the citation relationship between the papers, and the

representation vector of the paper adopts the combined

embedding.

• NPRec is our model, which includes three modules:

de-blurring samples, subspace embedding and network

embedding.

The experimental results are shown in Tab. VII and VIII.

We can see that the recommendation method using the three

modules jointly is the best. The paper embedding method

that combined subspace and heterogeneous academic network

features can accurately learn the multiple data features related

to the paper, and the data labeling strategy of de-fuzzing

samples effectively improves model training. For the number

of neighbor nodes K in the combined embedding part, the

TABLE VII: Comparison on model variants with different K.

nDCG@20 K =2 K =4 K =8 K =16 K =32

NPRec+SC 0.898 - - - -
NPRec+SN 0.900 0.886 0.892 0.884 0.904
NPRec+CN 0.918 0.919 0.919 0.943 0.908
NPRec 0.952 0.958 0.968 0.974 0.947

TABLE VIII: Comparison on model variants with different H .

nDCG@20 H =1 H =2 H =3 H =4

NPRec+SC 0.898 - - -
NPRec+SN 0.882 0.896 0.871 0.897
NPRec+CN 0.934 0.949 0.897 0.881
NPRec 0.961 0.968 0.946 0.951

best results are when the values are 8 or 16, because within

this range, it can cover multiple feature nodes that are most

relevant to the paper, and ignore suspected related or irrelevant

features. The result is best when the maximum depth of the

graph convolution H is equal to 2. The model can accurately

learn multiple features of papers and avoid over-fitting.

G. Discussion on Different Author Types

In the personalized recommendation scenario, the embed-

ding of the author contains three semantic features: the re-

search content based on the text of the published papers,

the research interest reflected by citing other works, and

the academic influence of one’s own work when it is cited.

The research topics of authors, who have published multiple

papers, are relatively focused. In this paper, we analyze

the researchers who have multiple publications. In order to

verify the necessity of our embedding method for fusing

text and heterogeneous academic networks, we analyze the

combined embedding semantics of different types of authors.

For each author, we calculate the expectation of the combined

embedding of his/her historical published papers as the user

embedding in the personalized recommendation scenario. We

use T-SNE [50] to reduce the dimensionality of the author’s

embedding in the ACM dataset to a two-dimensional space,

as shown in the left three figures of Fig. 5.

The nodes of the same color in Fig. 5a, which denote

the co-authors, show a certain degree of aggregation, because

they tend to study similar content. Authors marked in red are

more clustered than authors marked by other colors. This is

because the number of papers co-authored by these authors is

larger than the number of papers co-authored by other authors,

and the research content is more relevant. The embedded

research content of some co-authors is relatively scattered.

This is because they often work in different scientific research

institutions/units/projects and have different scientific research

experiences except for co-authored papers. For example, the

co-authors of the paper [51] (in yellow) are from different units

and institutions, such as the International Computing Research

Center and the Department of Electronic Engineering and

Computer Science of the University of California, Berkeley,
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(a) Author-Text (b) Paper-Text

(c) Author-Interest (d) Paper-Interest

(e) Author-Influence (f) Paper-Influence

Fig. 5: The left and right parts show the author and paper

combined embeddings based on NPRec, respectively.

the Department of Computer Science at the University of Cali-

fornia, Los Angeles, and the University of Southern California.

Their main scientific research areas are also different.

The difference in research content between authors is also

reflected in the citation habits of co-authors when they write

papers, as shown in Fig. 5c, where there is a greater difference

in interest embeddings between co-authors marked with the

same color. Some authors with a large number of published

papers and a high number of citations have close interest

embeddings. Consider the papers [52] (in orange) and [53],

[54] (in red) as examples. The highly cited authors of the

paper are marked as orange and red solid squares, respectively,

located at the bottom of Fig. 5c. The research directions of

these co-authors are centered on wireless network protocols,

while highly productive and highly cited authors are often

authoritative experts in their fields, with excellent and con-

sistent citation patterns. We can see that the author’s interest

embedding not only reflects the research direction, but also

implies the citation habit.

According to the author influence embedding in Fig. 5e, we

observe that the highly productive and highly cited authors,

marked as solid squares, are highly clustered. This is because

most researchers have the habit of citing authoritative expert

papers when writing papers, so authors who have accumulated

a high number of citations have similar academic influence, es-

pecially authoritative experts with similar research directions,

such as the highly cited authors of paper [51] and [55] (in

green), that are marked with yellow and green solid nodes,

respectively. Their research directions are centered on data

flow management, and they have high visibility and influence

in their research fields.

According to the above three-part results of author embed-

ding, we found that only the text embedding of the papers

published by the user is not enough to reflect the user’s interest

and academic influence in the paper recommendation scenario.

The academic influence spread between users through the

paper citation relationship is asymmetric. When users cite

other work or their own work is cited, the academic influence

received or disseminated is quite different. Therefore, in the

academic paper recommendation task, it is necessary to con-

sider the asymmetric academic influence and embed a variety

of features from the paper.

H. Discussion on Highly-cited Papers

Similarly, to show the necessity of three paper feature

embeddings separately, we reduce the dimensionality of the

paper embeddings in the ACM dataset, as shown in the right

three figures of Fig. 5. We mark the two highly cited papers

as solid nodes, mark their related papers as hollow nodes, and

mark the other papers as gray nodes.

First, we analyze the necessity of content embeddings. We

mark the two highly cited papers [56], [57] as solid red

and green nodes respectively. In order to mark the works

that are closest to the research content of the highly cited

papers, we screened out the 50 papers closest to the text

embedding of each highly cited paper from the collection

of papers under the CCS to which the highly cited papers

belong, and marked them as pink and yellow nodes. As shown

in Fig. 5b, these papers with similar research content are

distributed around the highly cited papers. From these 100

papers, 8 papers were randomly selected for further analysis

of the paper characteristics, and marked as hollow nodes

with the same color as the related highly cited papers. The

interest embeddings corresponding to these papers are shown

in Fig. 5d. We can see that the aggregation of the original

text embedding work has changed in the interest embeddings.

For example, the interest embeddings of paper [58], [59] are

still similar to that of the highly cited paper [56] (red hollow

diamond and triangle), while the research interests shown by

paper [60], [61] are not similar to paper [56] (red hollow

square and circle). This is because some researchers focus on

innovative technologies in the same research context, and some

papers tend to cite the work of a fixed scientific research team

or journal, and so on. Even for papers with similar research

content, they pay attention to different citation characteristics

when citing other works.
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Then we analyze the importance of paper interest em-

beddings, as shown in Fig. 5f. Take the highly cited pa-

per [57](green solid dot) with 993 citations as an example.

Two papers with similar research content [62], [63](green

hollow diamond and circle) have similar influence ranges. The

citations of them are 219 and 183, respectively; the influence

ranges of the paper [64], [65](green hollow diamond and

circle) are different from that of the highly cited paper, which

are located in the upper right corner of the figure, and having

97 and 187 citations, respectively. We found that the influence

embeddings which are close to the highly cited paper tend

to be clustered with the publication venue of the highly cited

paper, which means their audiences are similar, and the scopes

of academic influence are similar. For example, the research

content of paper [57] is object-oriented programming systems

and languages, while similar papers were published in the Pro-

gramming Language Design and Implementation Conference

PLDI and the Supercomputing Conference ICS, both of which

are authoritative publications in the area of computer systems.

Highly cited papers disseminate similar academic knowledge

when they are cited, so they are more clustered. The papers

with influence embedded far away from the highly cited papers

were published in the data management conference SIGMOD

and the very large database conference VLDB. Although they

were also from top international conferences, the research

content tends to focus on database management, which is

different from the interests of the researchers who are affected

by paper [57]. Since the academic knowledge propagated is

different when the papers are referred, there is a long distance

between the paper influence embeddings.

We further analyze the influence characteristic of the paper.

Take the highly cited paper [56] with 10,723 citations as an

example (red solid node). Two papers with similar research

content [59], [60] (red hollow cricle and diamond) have similar

academic influences. The influence range of the paper [58],

[61] (red hollow square and triangle) is different from pa-

per [56]. In fact, paper [59], [60] have 360 and 36 citations,

respectively, lower than the paper [58], [61], which are 760 and

282. This is because the research contents of paper [59], [60]

are closer to paper [56], which is about distributed computing,

and the audiences are similar. We can see that the influence

characteristics of new papers embedded in our method not

only reflect the potential authority, but also imply the scope

of the paper audiences and the academic knowledge spread

when it is referred. The citation relationship between papers is

asymmetric, and the academic influence received when papers

are referred is quite different with the influence propagated

when one cite other papers. Therefore, it is necessary to

consider the asymmetric academic influence and embed a

variety of features in paper embeddings for recommendation.

I. Discussion on Model Reusability

We now focus on verifying whether our recommendation

method is applicable to other types of academic resources

with few types of features. We use the US patent data set

PT to verify the personalized recommendation on patents.

Fig. 6: Performance comparison on personalized patent rec-

ommendation on PT.

The author preferences are learned from the patents published

from January to October in 2017. We use the patent citations

from November to December in 2017 to verify the accuracy

of the recommendation. The number of authors selected as

experimental samples is 50, and nDCG@20 is used as an eval-

uation indicator. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6.

We can see that NPRec can still learn potential influence

features and achieve a higher accuracy on recommendation,

which confirm the applicability of our model in dealing with

academic resources with fewer features.

V. CONCLUSION

The quality evaluation of new papers is an important factor

in the academic recommendation task. In this paper, we

introduce the concept of subspace to describe the commonly

recognized aspects of paper contents, namely background,

methods and results. A set of expert rules are formalized

to annotate the differences between papers, based on which

a twin-network is proposed for learning the embeddings of

papers in different subspaces. A series of empirical studies

show that there are clear correlations between a paper in-

fluence and its difference with others in the subspaces. The

results also show the characteristics of innovation in different

scientific fields. To recommend new paper, we propose graph

convolutional neural method to combine the paper content with

other related elements from academic networks, where the user

interests and the academic influences are modeled asymmetric.

Experimental results on real datasets show that our method

is more effective compared with other baseline methods for

paper recommendation. We also discuss the characteristics of

scientific disciplines and authors to show the effectiveness of

modeling the asymmetric user interests and influences. Finally,

we verify the reusability of our method for academic data with

low-resource features.
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